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Abstract: In this seminar, I will discuss the use of some common mixed finite elements in the
context of a 2D locally anisotropic remeshing strategy for the fluid-structure interaction of incom-
pressible fluids and thin structures (i.e., codimension-1). The approach is close in philosophy to
immersed approaches for interface problems, in particular [1]. More precisely, to change the mini-
mal possible fraction of elements of an a-priori given mesh I remesh only the triangles that are cut
by the structure. Furthermore, with this approach, essential constraints between the fluid and the
solid may be strongly enforced in the finite element spaces and it should be fairly easy to allow
the fluid stress to be discontinuous across the structure. On the contrary to [1], a notable feature
of the proposed remeshing strategy, is the presence of anisotropic triangles (i.e., flat triangles), for
which it is known that the standard finite element method for elliptic problems may be used (see,
e.g., [2]). However, for mixed elements, most of the inf-sup stability proofs in the literature require
isotropic meshes and only a few results are available on distorted triangles. Because I aim at solv-
ing fluid-structure interaction problems with thin structures, discontinuity in the pressure is highly
desirable, considering that the discontinuity in the pressure field across the structure is straightfor-
wardly enforced with such mixed elements. However, I will show that such elements (Fortins and
Crouzeix-Raviarts elements, in the present seminar) have inf-sup issues on flat triangles in the con-
text of the proposed remeshing strategy, despite the results in [3]. I will show that mixed elements
with continuous pressures (such as Hood-Taylor) behave much better. I will also discuss briefly
conditioning issues and possible stabilization strategies. Finally, I will present numerical results
on simple test cases (with the incompressible Stokes problem) and more complex ones, such as the
fluid-structure interaction of a rigid leaflet with a fluid modeled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations.
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This seminar is easily accessible to persons with disabilities. For more information or for assistance,
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